
Helping to Understand Heel Heights in Chief Architect 

 

To expand on how to control the heel height, first you need to decide what size truss chords that you want displayed when you build a truss.  
The Chief degaults are 2 x 4.  If you plug a number into the raise/lower setting Glenn mentioned, you need to understand that Chief will add that 
setting to the vertical rafter depth (truss top chord) to arrive at the total heel height of the truss.  The heel height is measured from the top of a 

wall's outside main layer to the top edge of the top chord vertically above it. 

  

If I have a roof with a 5:12 pitch and I want a 12" heel height, the setting that I need to put in the raise/lower box in the roof dbx is the desired 
heel height minus the vertical rafter depth (VRD) of the top chord.  For a 2 x 4 top chord at a 5:12 pitch, the VRD is 3-13/16".  Therefore, the 
setting to put in the raise/lower box is 8-3/16".  If you don't do it this way, and just plug in 12" in the raise/lower box, you'll end up with a heel 
height of 15-13/16".  In this case, Chief's 12" measurement is from the top of the wall (outer main layer) to the bottom of the top chord directly 

above it. 

  

I created myself a table of vertical rafter depths for various 2x sizes and for pitches from 1 to 12.  I often refer to this when setting up the spec's 

for roofs in my projects. 

  

     

 



   

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Even when using Roof Baseline Polylines (RBP), you still need to understand what Chief does under the hood when using them.  In my 
example of using a 5:12 pitch with trusses checked and the top chord being a 2 x 4, Chief will build the RBP at 112-15/16" if the entry in the 
Raise/Lower from Ceiling Height (RLCH) is left at the default '0' value.  I should have clarified that in my example I have the ceiling height 
(rough) set at 109-1/8".  Therefore, getting back to the vertical rafter depth (VRD) part of how to position a roof, for a 2 x 4 at 5:12, the VRD = 3-

13/16" [i.e., Chief built the RBP to the top of the top chord above the outer main layer at the top of the wall .... 109-1/8" + 3-13/16" = 112-

15/16"].  The graphic below is shown only to show the VRD of the top chord of the truss.  The extra 12" wouldn't be shown if I redid the graphic. 

 

 

 

  

Without knowing what goes on under Chief's 'hood', an inexperienced Chief user is going to being burning up some extra time t o get their roofs 

positioned at the proper elevation.  The only other simple way (but this takes a little time to do) to get your roof planes at the desired elevation is 
doing what Scott suggested .... take a section through the wall/roof connection and use CAD and dimensioning as required to s ee how much 
you need to move the roof to get it at the desired heel height.  

  

Maybe it would be nice if Chief had a simple little graphic that would be accessible in the menu on the left side of the Build Roof dbx that would 
show users how Chief does this magic, similar to the graphic we get in the structure dbx when selecting and opening a room's specification.  
Maybe we would need two graphics, one for trussed roofs and one for raftered roofs with birdsmouths.  Obviously, there could be a many  
configurations that couldn't all be addressed with the graphics, but the idea would be just to show the user something simple to help them see 

what happens with the settings.  

 



 

  

Maybe this should be addressed better in the manual (or Help) ... the information is there but you need to do some digging to put it all together.  
Searching in Help for Roof Plane and/or Baseline will yield some good information.  I find that there should have been at least one more graphic 
shown (and the equation) for a trussed roof.  Actually, the rafter graphic shown might have looked better if the rafter was shown with the 
complete birdsmouth cut shown.  Maybe I am getting a little picky about this ... sooner or later, if users spend enough time working with this 

stuff they will learn what goes on when Chief auto builds roofs after all the settings have been plugged in.  



 

 

 


